[Disorganized eye movements and visuospatial dysfunctions in an early stage of the patients with Alzheimer's disease--the effects of language and visual information processing on constructional performances].
In Alzheimer's disease higher brain function disorders such as geographical disorientation, visual agnosia and constructional disability are frequently observed in addition to the progressive memory loss. Visual information processing was studied through newly developed technology, vision analyzer, since visuospatial functions play an important role in the pathophysiology underlying these neuropsychiatric symptoms and dementia itself. We found characteristic findings as to eye movements of focus indicating visual cognitive disorders. Language or language functions, however, are considered to be essentially involved in visuospatial functions. We examined eye movements of patients suffering from Alzheimer's disease (15 cases), MID (5 cases), Parkinson's disease (5 cases) and 10 control subjects during constructional behavior under various conditions in terms of visual information processing. 1. Alzheimer's disease (n = 15): All patients showed constructional disabilities when copying geometrical figures. 1) Three dimensional drawing was possible following verbal instructions in 7 out of 15 patients. 2) Three dimensional drawing was successful when the model figure to be copied was covered in 4 out of these 7 patients. 3) Three dimensional drawing was possible following verbal instruction in a dark room, although they were not so accurate but better than those when copied in 4 out of 7 patients. 4) The analysis of eye movements revealed that typical eye movements were confirmed during copying geometric figures. The distribution of the gazing points of focus, and the average eye movement velocity distribution were also distinctive. But these disorganized eye movements in description of graphic figures following verbal instruction became more similar to those of healthy controls when compared to those in the copying graphic figures. 2. MID (n = 5), Parkinson disease (n = 5), healthy controls (n = 10): 1) No subject showed constructional disability when copying a graphic figure. They were also capable to describe a graphic figure both in the dark and following verbal instruction. 2) No remarkable change was observed in the distribution of the eye movement, or in the average eye movement velocity on these subjects. 3. These results indicate that in an early stage of the patients with Alzheimer's disease, primary or fundamental disorders seem to lay in the verification process of visual information, which results in the difficulties in categorization process of the visual objects. The categorization process is involved with language function, which was preserved in a certain period at an early stage of the disease.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)